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Power consumption plays an important role in computer system design today. On-chip 
memory structures such as multi-level cache make up a significant proportion of total 
power consumption of CPU or Application-Specific Integrated Circuit (AISC) chip, 
especially for memory-intensive application, such as floating-point computation and 
machine learning algorithm. Therefore, there is a clear motivation to reduce power 
consumption of these memory structures that are mostly consisting of Static Random-
Access Memory (SRAM) blocks. In this defense, I will present the framework of a novel 
dual-supply-voltage scheme that uses separate voltage levels for memory read and write 
operations. By quantitatively analyzing the cache trace for SPEC2000, Parsec, and 
Cortexsuite benchmarks and comparing the Read/Write sequence characterization of 
different computing application types, I discover that memory-intensive applications have 
high potential to generate long consecutive Read/Write sequences, which can be 
leveraged by our proposed dual-supply framework. I then perform a limit study based on 
ideal Read/Write re-ordering to obtain the maximum possible power saving estimate. 
ix 
 
Finally, as a case study, I apply this framework to a custom machine learning ASIC 
accelerator design to showcase its viability. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
In this chapter, we will describe the motivation and the basic knowledge that used in this 
thesis. 
1.1 Motivation 
Nowadays, processors are using in many different engineering applications and research 
areas, as shown in Figure 1.1, including mobile system-on-chip (SoC), wireless sensor 
and battery-less internet of things (IoT). As we all know, these applications and areas 
usually have several challenges and one of those challenges is the power consumption. 
The most important reason why the power it becomes the challenge for these is that the 
mobile SoC and wireless sensors are usually working in battery-operated (the battery has 
low power capacity) devices and battery-less IoT even doesn’t have battery supply.  
 
Figure 1.1 Mobile SoC, Battery-less IoT and Wireless Sensors [1] 
 
In addition, the power cost of processors has abstracted researcher or engineer’s attention 
as a necessary part of these applications so far. Because the processor power usually cost 
more power than most of other components in these application hardware design. For 
instance, Schandy et. al. [17], Table 1-1 shows the power breakdown of a wireless sensor 
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work. And Figure 1.2 shows the power breakdown of a smartphone suspended state from 
Carroll et. al. [18].  
Table 1-1 Energest results with CCR at 4Hz and an observe period of 60s [17] 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Power breakdown in suspended state of smartphone [18] 
 
From Table 1-1 and Figure 1.2, we clearly see that no matter in wireless sensor or mobile 
device hardware design, the CPU cost second or third most energy of total system. 
Therefore, the power consumption of CPU is a critical part that has to be taken into 
consideration.  
Moreover, when researchers or engineers think about saving the power of processor, they 
are always focusing on computational units and network-on-chip (NoC). However, we 
are trying to find other venues to reduce the power consumption of processor. And then 
we do some analysis in Section 1.2 to look for power saving opportunities. 
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1.2 Cache Power Analysis 
Firstly, in order to find other power saving chance, we look into the detailed die photos of 
three different type processors to analyze the characteristics of them. These three type 
processors include CPU, ASIC chip, and ARM SoC, as Figure 1.3 (a) (b) (c) shows.
 
Figure 1.3 (a) Intel CPU die [2] 
 
Figure 1.3 (b) DianNao ASIC chip die [3]
 
 
Figure 1.3 (c) Nvidia ARM SoC die photos [4] 
 
In Figure 1.3(b), the input buffer for input neurons (NBin), output buffer for output 
neurons (NBout), and buffer for synaptic weights (SB) [2] are built by SRAM which is 
the same as how L1cache, L2cache and L3cache are built in CPU or ARM SoC. 
Obviously, we notice that the cache structure takes a large part of total area in these 
different die examples. Therefore, we intuitively think that the cache should also take a 
large percentage of total power consumption, at least of total leakage power. 
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Secondly, we use McPAT [5] and Gem5 [6] with the configuration that is shown in Table 
1-2 to get the leakage and dynamic power breakdowns of CPU simulation results. And 
these results proved our previously intuitive conclusion.  
Table 1-2 System Configuration of McPAT and Gem5 
 
 
Figure 1.4 shows the leakage power breakdown of CPU simulated by McPAT. The CPU 
leakage power breakdown shows that L1cache and L2cache cost about 23.67% of total 
leakage power and last level cache (LLC) consumes 43.25% leakage power 
approximately. It indicates that cache takes a large percentage of leakage power in total. 
 
Figure 1.4 CPU leakage power breakdown 
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After analyzing leakage power breakdown, we turn to Gem5-McPAT CPU dynamic 
power breakdowns simulation result, as shown in Figure 1.5 (a) and Figure 1.5 (b). Here, 
Figure 1.5 (a) shows the CPU dynamic power breakdown running result without loss of 
generality. Since this run time analysis is based on different type of benchmarks, 
containing SPEC2000 [6] and Cortexsuite [7]. SPEC2000 is the next-generation industry-
standardized CPU-intensive benchmark suite. It provides a comparative measure of 
compute intensive performance across the widest practical range of hardware. The 
implementation resulted in source code benchmarks developed from real user 
applications developed from real user applications. These benchmarks measure the 
performance of the processor, memory and compiler on the tested system [6]. And 
Cortexsuite is a Synthetic Brain Benchmark Suite which captures an emerging workload 
that is clustered around providing information processing capabilities that human brains 
have today but that computers are only just now beginning to become good at [8]. In 
order to get the CPU dynamic power breakdown without loss generality. After analyzing 
the CPU dynamic power breakdown of each type benchmark, we use this result to come 
out the average CPU dynamic power breakdown, as Figure 1.5 (b)shows.
Figure 1.5 (a) Dynamic power breakdown of CPU
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Figure 1.5 (b) Average dynamic power breakdown of CPU
 
     
These two figures show that L1cache and L2cache cost 42.21% of total dynamic power, 
and LLC consumes 1.49%.  Combine Figure 1.4, Figure 1.5 (a) and Figure 1.5 (b) 
together, we conclude that cache costs a much power of total power consumption of CPU. 
Therefore, there is a change to lower the CPU power consuming by reducing the power 
cost of cache. Since cache usually consists of SRAM blocks, we focus on exploiting 
opportunities to save the power of SRAM. 
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Chapter 2: Background 
In this chapter, we will introduce the background of our work. 
2.1 6 Transistor (6-T) SRAM 
SRAM can retain its stored information as long as power is supplied. The structure of a 
6-T SRAM cell, storing one bit of information, can be seen in Figure 2.1.  
 
Figure 2.1 6T SRAM 
 
The core of the cell is formed by two CMOS inverters, where the output potential of each 
inverter Vout is fed as input into the other Vin. This feedback loop stabilizes the inverters 
to their respective state. The access transistors and the word and bit lines, Word line (WL) 
and Bit line (BL), are used to read and write from or to the cell. In standby mode the 
word line is low, turning the access transistors off. In this state, the inverters are in 
complementary state. When the p-channel MOSFET of the left inverter is turned on, the 
potential ?̅? is high and the p-channel MOSFET of inverter two is turned off, Q is low. To 
write information the data is imposed on the bit line and the inverse data on the inverse 
bit line, BL̅̅̅̅ . Then the access transistors are turned on by setting the word line to high. As 
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the driver of the bit lines is much stronger it can assert the inverter transistors. As soon as 
the information is stored in the inverters, the access transistors can be turned off and the 
information in the inverter is preserved. For reading the word line is turned on to activate 
the access transistors while the information is sensed at the bit lines. [9] 
2.2 Static Noise Margin (SNM) 
Static Noise Margin (SNM) is an important evaluation of the SRAM cell stability. It can 
be extracted by nesting the largest possible square in the two voltage transfer curves 
(VTC) of the involved CMOS inverters, as seen in Figure 2.2. In this figure, VR means 
the voltage of the right transistor M6 and VL means voltage of the left transistor M5.  
 
Figure 2.2 SNM [10] 
 
The SNM is defined as the side-length of the square, given in volts. When an external DC 
noise is larger than the SNM, the state of the SRAM cell can change and data is lost [9].  
SNM helps to analyze the reliability of read and write operations, the purpose is to guide 
the size of 6-T unit to achieve the nominal operating voltage to achieve balanced reading 
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and writing capabilities. The SNM is obtained by the overlapping voltage transfer curve 
(VTC) of the cross-coupled inverter in the cell.  
2.3 Read Static Noise Margin (RSNM) and Write 
Static Noise Margin (WSNM) 
During measuring RSNM, the Read-SNM decreases. Since that Read-SNM is calculated 
when the word line is set “1” and BL is still pre-charged “1”. If there is a read access, 
then WL is set to “1” and the bit-lines are already pre-charged to “1”. The internal node 
of the bit-cell representing a zero gets pulled upward through the access transistor due to 
the voltage dividing effect across the access transistor and drive transistor. During the 
read operation, a stored “0” can be overwritten by a “1” when the voltage at node V1 
reaches the Vth of nMOS N1 to pull node V2 down to “0” and in turn pull node V1 up 
even further to “1” due to the mechanism of positive feedback. This results in wrong data 
being read or a destructive read when the cell changes state [20].  
The write noise margin is defined as the minimum BL voltage needed to flip the state of 
cell. During a write operation, the input data are sent to BL, and then the word lines are 
activated to access the cell. BL that is charged to ‘0’ pulls the node of the cell storing ‘1’ 
to ‘0’ causing the cell to flip state. Since the cross-coupled inverters have complementary 
data, their VTCs are measured using different circuits. The circuit that represents the 
inverter with ‘1’ at its output and its BL is connected to GND to simulate a write ‘0’ to 
that node. A DC voltage sweep is applied at node V1 and the voltage output at node V2 is 
measured, when the BL is connected to GND and WL is charged to VDD [20]. 
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Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the read SNM (RSNM) and write SNM (WSNM) of the 6-T 
unit, which indicates that it is able to successfully read and write at that voltage [19]. 
 
Figure 2.3 (a) RSNM [19] 
 
Figure 2.3 (b) Positive WSNM [19]
 
From previous reported [19], the sizing of the 6-T cell is determined by SNM analysis to 
have balanced read and write stability at its nominal voltage, and read and write 
reliability will change when VDD scales.  Figure 2.4 shows the nominal WSNM and 
RSNM degradation with VDD. Here, WSNM is higher than RSNM at high VDD, but 
WSNM is smaller than RSNM at low VDD, which is resulted from a much steeper slope 
of WSNM than RSNM, meaning WSNM degrades with VDD scaling much faster than 
RSNM does. 
 
Figure 2.4 Nominal WSNM and RSNM degradation with VDD [19]
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From the nominal WSNM and RSNM degradation with VDD property, we hypothesize 
that there should be a voltage overhead for read operation at low voltage, which means 
maybe the minimum voltage for reliable read operation is lower than the minimum 
voltage for write operation at low voltage level. 
2.4 Reliable Read/Write Voltage Characterization 
Refer to the Cadence and Cacti simulation results From Yan et. al. [10], our hypothesis in 
Sectioin 2.3 is proved to be solid. In Figure 2.5, it shows SRAM reliable Read/Write 
voltage vs. frequency characterization. And in Figure 2.6, it shows SRAM voltage vs. 
power characterization.  
 
Figure 2.5 SRAM reliable Read/Write voltage 
vs. frequency Charaterization [10] 
 
Figure 2.6 SRAM voltage vs. power 
characterization [10]
 
From Figure 2.5, we notice that the voltage for reliable read operation is lower always 
lower than write operation at the same frequency. For example, Vread = 0.9V while Vwrite 
= 1.2V, at max frequency 3.2GHz. And Figure 2.6 shows that if we sweep the voltage 
supply from 1.2V to 0.9V, the dynamic power will be reduced over 40% and the leakage 
power will be reduced over 60%. It indicates that there is the power overhead for read 
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operation. Therefore, we have the chance to reduce the power consumption of SRAM by 
separating the voltage supply for read and write operations respectively, which is setting 
read supply voltage to 0.9V and setting write supply voltage to 1.2V. 
2.5 Core-level Fast Switching Circuit  
In order to separate the voltage supply for read and write operations respectively, we 
refer the core-level fast voltage switching circuit shown in Figure 2.7 from Booster [12].  
 
Figure 2.7 Core-level fast voltage switching circuit [12] 
 
 
As Figure 2.7 shows, if V1_EN is set to 1 and V2_EN is set to 0, then Mp1 ON and Mp2 
OFF, the VDD for SRAM switch to supply voltage for write operation @ V1.  On the 
contrary, if V1_EN is set to 0 and V2_EN is set to 1, then Mp1 OFF and Mp2 ON, then 
VDD for SRAM switch to supply voltage for read operation @ V2. Also, the power 
supply could be switched from V1 to V2 or switch from V2 to V1 but with approximate 
10 nanoseconds delay, as Figure 2.8 shows. Even though there is a delay to be reckoned 
in this fast switching circuit, it can make the voltage supply switch possible. 
13 
 
 
Figure 2.8 Delay for core-level fast voltage switching circuit [12] 
 
2.6 Related Framework 
Combine the conclusion and basic work in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, we plan to use the 
framework proposed in Yan et. al. [10] as the baseline for my following work. The 
related framework contains two parts, multi-voltage supply switches circuit design and 
multi-voltage supply switches control scheme. Figure 2.9 shows the multi-voltage supply 
switches circuit design.  
 
Figure 2.9 Multi-voltage supply switches circuit [10] 
Switch to V1
 V1  V2  V3
Supply Voltage output
&&
V1 On
Switch to V2
&&
V2 On
Switch to V3
 S3
 S2
 S1
SRAM 
Equivalent
Circuit
L
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C
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||
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In this circuit design, V1 (write voltage) > V2 (read voltage) > V3 (hold voltage). And 
Supply Voltage output port connects with VDD of SRAM. 
Figure 2.10 shows the multi-voltage supply switches control scheme. 
 
Figure 2.10 Multi-voltage supply switches control scheme [10] 
 
By analyzing this multi-voltage supply switches control scheme work associated with 
multi-voltage supply switches circuit design, we agree with that this system could reduce 
the power consumption of L1 Tag RAM, L2cache and LLC as much as possible. 
However, in this frame work, since L1cache is connected with CPU, and it will never be 
in idle status, it cannot use the information such as cache miss or cache line dirty to 
decide whether there is read or write operation and then control the voltage supply to 
switch voltage. Hence, the voltage supply for L1-Dcache are always set to V1 which is 
write voltage (higher voltage). It improves nothing to L1-Dcache. However, there should 
be some chances that could reduce the power consuming of L1-Dcache. Because there 
15 
 
are indeed two different type operations between CPU and L1-Dcache, including Read 
operation or Write operation. Therefore, we try to exploit the chance to lower the L1-
Dcache power using dual supply voltages for Read/Write operations respectively. 
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Chapter 3: Limit Study 
In this chapter, we will do several limit studies built upon the assumptions derived in 
Chapter 2. And we will analyze and discuss the result of different scenarios in this 
chapter. 
3.1 L1cache Power Saving in Ideal Case 
The Ideal Case is that we assume that Booster core-level fast voltage switching circuit 
will cost nothing. So that we aggressively switch the dual voltage supply to V1 once there 
is a single write operation and then switch it to V2 once there is a single read operation, 
as Figure 3.1 shows. 
 
Figure 3.1 Dual supply voltages aggressively switch scheme 
 
In this scenario, the dual supply voltages will switch to V2 for each read operation. It will 
save 60% dynamic power and 40% dynamic power per read operation based on the 
voltage vs. power characterization that is shown in Section 2.2. And if we implement this 
ideal case to analyze power saving for different benchmarks, including SPEC2000 and 
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Cortexsuite using Gem5 still with configuration shown in Table 1-1, we will get the 
power saving result shown in Figure 3.2. 
 
Figure 3.2 L1-Dcache power saving 
 
From Figure 3.2, we could clearly get that the power consumption of L1-Dcache will be 
reduced by about 32%~48% in this ideal case. 
However, there is a limitation that we cannot ignore that nearly 10 nanoseconds delay 
within each switch for switching the voltage supply from V2 to V1.  Therefore, we 
analyze the delay penalty in Section 3.2. 
3.2 Delay Penalty 
Due to the limitation that is mentioned in Section 3.1, we take that approximate 10 
nanoseconds delay into consideration. When there is a write operation, which is shown in 
Figure 3.3 red zone. The dual supply voltages switch from V2 to V1. But there is a nearly 
10ns delay each switch from V2 to V1. Before the supply voltage reached V1, the write 
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operation has to stand by since the voltage range from V2 to V1 is not reliable for write 
operation. So that there is delay penalty when the dual supply voltages switch from V2 to 
V1. However, when there comes a read operation that is shown in Figure 3.3 green zone. 
The dual supply voltages will switch from V1 to V2. In this voltage range from V1 to V2 
it is always reliable for read operation. Hence, the read operation does not have to stand 
by when the dual supply voltages switch. There is no delay penalty when dual supply 
voltages switch from V1 to V2. 
 
Figure 3.3 Delay penalty analysis 
 
After analyzing the principle case delay penalty in Figure 3.3, we use Gem5 getting the 
cache trace of several benchmarks to analyze the specific delay penalty of each 
benchmark. The table 3.1 shows the delay penalty of some benchmarks from SPEC2000 
and Cortexsuite. In this table, Total accesses means the total number of all read 
operations and write operations. Execute times indicates the entire execute time to run 
this benchmark. V2->V1 switches indicates that the number of total times that the dual 
supply voltages switch from V2 to V1. Additional delay is calculated by V2->V1 
switches times 10ns.  And we use the Delay penalty evaluation factor to represent that 
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how the delay penalty worse for that benchmark. It is computed by additional delay / 
execute time. And the evaluation criteria is that the factor is bigger, the delay penalty for 
this benchmark is worse. 
Table 3-1 Delay penalty of benchmark 
 
 
If we compare the data in Table 3-1 vertically, it is not hard to find that the last three 
benchmarks delay penalty evaluation factors are smaller than others relatively. If we trace 
the original data to deliberate this result, we will to notice that the V2->V1 switches are 
much smaller than other benchmarks relatively. Therefore, the last three benchmarks 
cache trace has smaller number of dual supply voltages switching from V2 to V1, which 
means they has the smaller times that read operation jumps to write operation. In other 
words, it seems that there are less opportunities that the write operation could interrupt 
the long consecutive read sequence in last three benchmarks, which indicates that there 
should be a large number of long consecutive read sequences in Cortexsuite benchmark 
cache trace. 
3.3 Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of 
Consecutive Read Sequence  
In order to verify the above hypothesis, we will introduce a kind of Cumulative 
Distribution Function (CDF) of consecutive read sequence to represent the long 
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consecutive read sequence potential in different benchmark. The following formula 
shows how does this CDF work. 
F(X ≥ x) =
∑ 𝑠×𝑡𝑛
𝑟
×100% 
F(X ≥ x): Cumulative probability of consecutive read sequence. 
n: The number of total categories of consecutive read sequence with different size 
s:  log10(The size of consecutive read sequence for each category) 
t: The occur times of each consecutive size read sequence category 
r: The number of total read operations 
Figure 3.4 shows an example of a CDF of consecutive read sequence testing by 
SPEC2000 ammp benchmark. 
 
Figure 3.4 ammp CDF of consecutive read sequence 
 
In Figure 3.4, there are three text points, ‘0.4771,21.09%’, ‘0.699,49.43%’ and 
‘1.041,82.86%’.  These three text points indicate that F(X≤100.4771) = 21.09%, F(X≤
100.699) = 49.43% and F(X≤101.041) = 82.86% respectively. 101.041 is a 10s number, 
which means that 10s consecutive read sequence takes a large percent of total read 
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accesses. Therefore, the ammp benchmark cache trace does not have a good potential of 
existing long consecutive read sequence.  
For the CDF of consecutive read sequence curve, the greater the value of the horizontal 
axis corresponding to these three percentages (20%, 50% and 80%), the higher long 
consecutive read sequence potential it has in that benchmark cache trace. 
In section Section 3.2, we assume that the reason why Cortexsuite benchmarks have 
small delay penalty evaluation factor is that there should be a large number of long 
consecutive read sequences in these benchmarks. Therefore, we compare the ammp, 
kmeans and rbm CDF of consecutive read sequence that are shown in Figure 3.4, 3.5 and 
3.6 respectively. In Figure 3.5, we could calculate that the consecutive read sequence size 
corresponding to 20%, 50% and 80% are 100, 102.794 and 102.993. In Figure 3.6, these three 
numbers are 100.9031, 103.654 and 104.021 which are almost one magnitude order larger than 
before. Obviously, SPEC2000 ammp benchmark has the worst potential of long 
consecutive read sequence and Cortexsuite rbm benchmark has the best potential.
 
Figure 3.5 kmeans CDF of consecutive read 
sequence 
 
Figure 3.6 rbm CDF of consecutive read 
sequence
And from the category property of these benchmark, we conclude that memory-intensive 
benchmark like machine learning benchmark has high potential existing lots of long 
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consecutive read sequence in their cache trace, but computation-intensive benchmark 
does not. Hence, memory-intensive application has more opportunity to lower cache 
power consuming using dual supply voltages. 
3.4 Read/Write Prediction Exploration 
From the delay penalty analysis in Section 3.2, we conclude that the delay penalty will 
occur when the dual supply voltages switch from V2 to V1 because of write operation 
coming, but the voltage range from V2 to V1 is not reliable for write operation. So that if 
we can know there is a write operation coming in advance, we will eliminate this kind of 
delay penalty. Then we try to detect some useful information in history cache trace and 
assembly code. By analyzing the property of program, we hypothesize that whenever 
there is a function call or loop, the program should jump to a pointer and repeat some 
same Read/Write operations periodically. In order to verify this assumption, we write an 
assembly pseudo code with two loops in it, as table 3-2 shows. 
Table 3-2 Assembly pseudo code with loop  
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In table 3-2 shown assembly pseudo code, we know that there are two loops, L2 loop and 
L3 loop. In this code, these two loops are nested, which is that L2 loop contains L3 loop. 
Therefore, we assume that there should also be two nested loops in Read/Write 
operations of L1-Dcache trace. Then we use sliding window FFT to analyze the L1-
Dcache trace. And we find that if we set a proper stride we will get the sliding window 
FFT result as Figure 3.7 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and (f) shows. 
 
Figure 3.7 (a) 1st window FFT 
 
Figure 3.7 (b) 2nd window FFT 
 
Figure 3.7 (c) 3th window FFT 
 
Figure 3.7 (d) 4th window FFT 
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Figure 3.7 (e) 5th window FFT 
 
Figure 3.7 (f) 6th window FFT 
 
In Figure 3.7 (a), (b) and (c), there are two peak with large magnitude, but also with some 
miscellaneous peaks of small magnitude. These characterizations indicate that there are 
not only two loops in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd window, but also some irregular operations in 
those windows. However, in Figure 3.7 (d) and (e), there are two clearly peaks without 
any miscellaneous peak. They indicate that there are exactly two loops without any other 
irregular operation in 4th and 5th window. And in Figure 3.7 (f), it is in the same situation 
with Figure 3.7 (a), (b) and (c) approximately, which means the loop pattern has been 
passed by 6th window, and this pattern is locked in 4th and 5th window.  
Therefore, we can use the sliding window FFT algorithm to recognize the repeat pattern 
in the entire cache trace associated with instruction trace. Assume that if we record the 
instruction and address corresponding with the approximate start point of the loop when 
we detect clear peaks using sliding window FFT algorithm, we will be able to predict the 
read and write sequence once there is another loop that we have recognized, especially 
for the system call function and loop computation since the system call function has a 
fixed data access sequence as well as loop computation.  
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However, there is a limitation to predict read and write sequence of L1-Dcache using fast 
sliding window FFT. Since the L1-Dcache is connected with CPU. The L1-Dcache 
access speed is almost equals to CPU nearly 3.2~3.4GHz. It is impossible to do such fast 
speed sliding window FFT analysis. Even there is some other kinds of pattern recognition 
algorithm to do such the similar loop detection thing, maybe the power we cost by doing 
such analysis is much more than we can save. 
Simultaneously, we also try to use other predictor mechanisms such as cache prefetching 
and branch predictor to predict read and write operation sequence. Figure 3.8 shows the 
cache prefetching stream buffers.  
 
Figure 3.8 Cache prefetching stream buffers [13] 
 
In Figure 3.8, there are several stream buffers between L1 cache and lower level memory. 
The main purpose of this structure is to address the memory access latency. Since the 
stream buffers will prefetch the data that maybe used in the near future. It seems that it 
could help us to predict the near future read and write operation. However, the data in the 
stream buffer is not the exactly data that will be firmly used to be accessed by L1 cache. 
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The prediction error rate may bring more penalty. Also, it can do nothing to predict the 
read and write operation between CPU and L1 cache. Therefore, the cache prefetching 
mechanism maybe a not good choice to predict the Read/Write sequence.  
 
Figure 3.9 Two-level adaptive branch predictor [14] 
 
And Figure 3.9 shows the two-level adaptive branch predictor [14]. This two-level branch 
predictor is referred to as correlation-based predictor, uses a two-dimensional table of 
counters, also called “pattern history table”. The table entries are two-bit counters. it can 
predict any repetitive sequence with any period if all n-bit sub-sequences are different. 
However, this repetitive sequence is not as the same as the periodically repeated 
Read/Write sequence. The repetitive sequence means here is periodically branch taken or 
not taken. Therefore, it won’t help a lot to predict the Read/Write sequence for L1-
Dcache. 
Since it is not easy to predict Read/Write sequence for L1-Dcache, we turn our mind to 
find another way to lower the delay penalty which we use dual supply voltages for L1-
Dcache. Inspired by the long consecutive read sequence potential analysis in Section 3.3, 
we come out an idea that maybe we can aggregate Read/Write operations to generate 
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long consecutive read sequence as much as possible. And then switch the dual supply 
voltages when there comes a long consecutive read sequence. 
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Chapter 4: Write Aggregation Buffer 
In this chapter, we will describe the write aggregation buffer we have built and analyze 
how will this kind write aggregation buffer impact the Read/Write operation sequence 
between CPU and L1-Dcache. 
4.1 Write Aggregation Buffer Structure Overview 
In order to reduce the L1-Dcache access times and generate long consecutive read 
sequence, we propose a Write Aggregation Buffer as Figure 4.1 shows. 
 
Figure 4.1 Write aggregation buffer structure 
 
This write aggregation buffer will group the several write operations together, try to 
prevent the write operation interrupting the long consecutive read sequence. And It can 
reduce the read and write total accesses because of Read Bypass and same address Write 
data self-update mechanism. Also, this write aggregation buffer structure will provide the 
dual supply voltages switches with control logic. 
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From the Figure 4.1, we can conclude that how the write aggregation buffer, dual supply 
voltages switch L1-Dcache, L1-Icache and processor are integrated together. 
For L1-Icache, the L1-Icache voltage supply is connected with L1 Tag RAM VDD which 
has already defined in related framework in Section 2.4. Because L1-Icache has the 
similar property with L1 Tag RAM. Usually, there are only read operations between CPU 
and L1-Icache. However, when L1-Icache read miss occurs, there will be data written 
from lower level cache to L1-Icache. 
The processor Dcache_port has read port and write port. The read port is connected with 
a mux which will choose the data for L1-Dcache read port or Read Bypass of write 
aggregation buffer. And the control signal for this mux comes from write aggregation 
buffer as well. Also, there is a Is_full bit associated with write aggregation buffer, this 
Is_full bit is used for indicating whether this write aggregation buffer is full up or not. 
Meanwhile, this Is_full bit connected with dual supply voltages switch V1_EN and 
V2_EN̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ port. V1_Rdy bit is set by voltage comparator. And the control signal for write 
aggregation buffer release tri-state gate enable signal is Is_full bit && V1_Rdy bit. 
In the following sections, we will introduce the detailed algorithm to explain how this 
write aggregation buffer work, including aggregate write operation together, solve Read 
After Write (RAW) and Write After Write (WAW) data hazard, and how can it lower the 
power consumption of L1-Dcache. 
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4.2 Dual Supply Voltages Switch Control Logic  
In this section, we will introduce the algorithm of dual supply voltages switch control 
logic. And Table 4-1 shows the entire algorithm of it.  
Table 4-1 Dual supply voltages switch algorithm 
 
 
When Is_full bit is set to 1, the dual supply voltages switch will switch the supply voltage 
from V2 to V1. And if Is_full is reset, the supply voltages switch will switch the supply 
from V1 to V2.  For the voltage comparator, if the value of Vout voltage equals to V1, 
which means Vout reached to V1, we set V1_Rdy bit to 1. If not, reset V1_Rdy bit. For 
the control logic of write aggregation release signal, if Is_full bit && V1_Rdy bit equals 
to 1, the tri-state gate enable signal will be set to 1, which means all write data in write 
aggregation buffer are released to L1-Dcache at that time. Or the tri-state gate will be 
OFF and there is no data written from write aggregation buffer to L1-Dcache. It will not 
only reach the destination that aggregate write operations together to prevent the scattered 
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write operation interrupting the consecutive read sequence, but also eliminate the delay 
penalty by using this voltage comparator and combinational logic. 
Figure 4.2 explains how this dual supply voltages switch control logic algorithm control 
the voltage switches and eliminate the delay penalty. 
 
Figure 4.2 write aggregation buffer L1-Dcache 
 
For the red zone time slot, the values/status of each register and component in write 
aggregation buffer structure are shown in Figure 4.3.  
When the write aggregation buffer is full up, the Is_full bit is set to 1, then V1_EN is set 
to 1, and dual supply voltages switches switch the voltage from V2 to V1. However, there 
exists about 10ns delay when Vout goes up from V2 to V1. The red zone indicates the 
time slot that Vout hasn’t reached to V1. In this time slot, V1_Rdy is always reset to 0. 
Because there is a voltage comparator that compare Vout with V1, If Vout =! V1, 
V1_Rdy bit is reset to 0. So that in the red zone time slot, the access is still read operation 
since V1_Rdy bit is always set to 0 and then write aggregation buffer release signal is 
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always set to 0 that make write operation cannot happen at that time slot. And the voltage 
range from V2 to V1 is still reliable for read operation. Therefore, L1-Dcache does not 
have to stand by to wait Vout reach to V1, there is no delay penalty here. 
 
Figure 4.3 Values/status of each register or component of write aggregation buffer structure in red 
zone time slot 
 
For the purple zone time slot, the values/status of each register and component in write 
aggregation buffer structure are shown in Figure 4.5. 
When write aggregation buffer is full up and Vout reach to V1, the Is_full bit and 
V1_Rdy bit are set 1 simultaneously. Then Is_full bit && V1_Rdy bit equals to 1, which 
indicates that write aggregation buffer release signal will be set to 1. Followed by these 
operations, all the write operations will be released from write aggregation buffer to L1-
Dcache in this time slot. 
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Figure 4.4 Values/status of each register or component of write aggregation buffer structure int blue 
zone time slot 
 
For the green zone time slot, the values/status of each register and component in write 
aggregation buffer structure are shown in Figure 4.5. 
When the write aggregation buffer release is done, Is_full bit is reset to 0, supply voltage 
switch turns Vout from V1 to V2, then the V1_Rdy bit is reset to 0. So that Is_full bit 
&& V1_Rdy bit equals to 0, and the data access type should be read operation in this 
time slot. Though there is also about 10ns delay when Vout goes down from V1 to V2, 
the voltage range V1->V2 is still reliable for read operation. Therefore, there is no delay 
penalty as well in green zone time slot. 
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Figure 4.5 Values/status of each register or component of write aggregation buffer structure in green 
zone time slot 
4.3 Write Aggregation Buffer Working Mechanism 
In this section, we will introduce the working mechanism of write aggregation buffer. 
And Table 4-2 shows the entire algorithm of how this buffer aggregate write operation. 
Table 4-2 Dual supply voltages switch algorithm 
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In this write aggregation buffer structure, if there is a read or write request, the write 
aggregation buffer will compare the new data address with all data address saved in 
buffer. For new read request, if there is a read request that has the same address as the 
data saved in write aggregation buffer, then this data will be read by Read Bypass. The 
Read Bypass will send the data that has the same address to the mux, and the mux will 
send this data to CPU Dcache read port. This design will prevent the Read After Write 
(RAW) data hazard. And for new write request, if there is a write request that has the 
same address as the previous data saved in write aggregation buffer, then the previous 
data with the same address will be updated by this new write request data. This design 
will prevent the Write After Write (WAW) data hazard. Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 shows 
an example 4-word size write aggregation buffer working process.  
 
Figure 4.6 Write aggregation buffer working mechanism I 
 
In Figure 4.6, the write aggregation buffer is just full up. In this write operation aggregate 
process we can see that the read request in red are two RAW data hazard. But it is solved 
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by Read Bypass. The data are going to be written to address 0x000F20D0 and 
0x00F20D2 are read to CPU directly from write aggregation buffer instead of L1-Dcache. 
And in this process, when the write aggregation buffer is full up. Is_full bit will be set to 
1, and then this buffer wait for V1_Rdy bit turning to 1. Once V1_Rdy bit and Is_full bit 
set to 1 at the same time. The write aggregation buffer releases all write operations that 
have been aggregated to L1-Dcache R/W access sequence.  
 
Figure 4.7 Write aggregation buffer working mechanism II 
 
In figure 4.7, the write aggregation buffer is not full up. We see that there are two write 
request to write data to the same address and this address is also the same with write data 
already saved in write aggregation buffer (WAW data hazard). At this moment, we don’t 
need to save these two new write data to write aggregation buffer and just let it update its 
previous data.  When the write aggregation buffer is not full up, Is_full bit is set to 0. And 
we only let read request go through to L1-Dcache R/W access sequence but leave write 
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request to aggregation buffer. This buffer will help to generate more long consecutive 
read sequence. 
4.3 Result Analysis 
In this section, we implement the 32-word and 64-word size write aggregation buffer to 
parse the cache trace when we use Gem5 to simulate the cache behavior of SPEC2000 
swim and applu benchmark and get the CDF of consecutive read sequence.
 
Figure 4.8 swim CDF of consecutive read 
sequence without write aggregation buffer 
 
Figure 4.9 swim CDF of consecutive read 
sequence with 32-word size write aggregation 
buffer 
 
 
Figure 4.10 swim CDF of consecutive read sequence with 64-word size write aggregation buffer 
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In Figure 4.8, the consecutive read sequence size corresponding to 20%, 50% and 80% 
are 101.079, 101.431 and 101.613. In Figure 4.9, these three values are 102.342 ,102.657 and 
102.769. And in Figure 4.10, these three values go up to 102.638 102.955 and 103.073. The 
consecutive read sequence size corresponding to these three percentage are increasing 
over twice. And in applu simulation results shown in Figure 4.11, Figure 4.12, and Figure 
4.13. These sizes are approximately increasing four times. Therefore, we conclude that 
the write aggregation buffer indeed helps to generate long consecutive read sequence, 
which will make it have more opportunities to save power using dual supply voltages.  
 
Figure 4.11 applu CDF of consecutive read 
sequence without write aggregation buffer 
 
Figure 4.12 applu CDF of consecutive read 
sequence with 32-word size write aggregation 
buffer 
 
Figure 4.13 applu CDF of consecutive read sequence with 64-word size write aggregation buffer 
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Chapter 5: Case Study  
In this chapter, we evaluate the power reduction opportunity using dual supply voltages 
in ASIC chip especially for machine learning accelerator.  
5.1 DianNao Machine Learning Accelerator Case 
DianNao machine learning accelerator is a small-footprint high-throughput accelerator 
for ubiquitous machine learning. table shows the power breakdown of DianNao 
accelerator. From the table, we could notice that the Synaptic buffer (SB), input buffer 
for input neurons (NBin) and output buffer for output neurons (NBout) parts take a large 
percent of total power. And we already know these buffers are built by SRAM from 
previous reported [2]. 
Table 5-1 Characteristics of accelerator and breakdown by component type (fist 
5 lines), and functional block (last 7 lines) [2] 
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Figure 5.1 DianNao accelerator architecture [2] 
 
Figure 5.1 shows the architecture of DianNao accelerator. Combine the architecture of 
this accelerator, the dataset they used for this machine learning accelerator and the 
control instruction table. We can approximate the power saving shown in Figure 5.2 of 
SB, NBin and NBout using dual supply voltages. 
 
Figure 5.2 Approximate power saving using dual supply voltages in DianNao accelerator 
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SB save about 26.7 % power, NBin reduce the power about 26.7 and NBout slightly 
reduce the power by 13.04%. Because NBout are used for the buffer to save the 
intermediate result of this machine learning network. 
5.2 Generous Purpose Machine Learning ASIC Chip 
Case 
Investigating the architecture of different machine learning AISC chip, such as Eyeriss 
Accelerator [15] and Google TPU [16] in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4.  
 
Figure 5.3 Eyeriss accelerator [15] 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Google tensor processing unit [16] 
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In Eyeriss work, we get the data movement energy cost that is shown in Figure 5.5. If it 
uses Data movement energy cost of ALU as the reference, Buffer (SRAM structure) takes 
10x power. Therefore, there is a large energy saving space in this buffer if we implement 
the dual supply voltages switch work in the Eyeriss ASIC chip. Since the SRAM buffer is 
written into 14×12 input pixels and the kernel size weight/bias data from DRAM at one 
time, and then PE array reads these data from SRAM buffer by several cycles. During 
this process, the partial sum results will be written to SRAM buffer when every row 
multiplication calculation is done. Also, these previous partial sum results will be read 
from SRAM buffer when it is feed another chunk of input pixels and weight/bias data. 
 
Figure 5.5 on chip data movement expense in Eyeriss [15] 
 
From above analysis of data movement, we know that the read sequence or write 
sequence of SRAM buffer is already known and packaged together to several read 
operation chunks and write operation chunks. Therefore, there is a best opportunity to 
implement dual supply voltages switch SRAM to Eyeriss ASIC chip.  
Meanwhile, from Norman et. al. [16], they have stated that the large SRAM uses much 
more power than arithmetic, the matrix unit uses systolic execution to save energy by 
reducing read and writes of the Unified buffer. Actually, the strategy they used is similar 
to what Eyeriss has done. They optimized the data movement between buffer (SRAM 
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structure) and arithmetic units, which means the read and write operation sequence is 
already settled down and grouped together to the large chunks.  
Therefore, we conclude that in the ASIC Chip design, especially for accelerator design or 
some other machine learning processing unit design. The data movement of that design is 
usually already known and well optimized to long consecutive read and write chunks. 
Therefore, the dual supply voltages switches SRAM framework has good viability for the 
custom machine learning ASIC accelerator design. 
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Chapter 6: Future work 
The write aggregation buffer is similar to store queue in CPU and is also very similar to 
store buffer in Intel Haswell Arch. So that we would like to merge them together to 
reduce the additional power consuming. Because build a new buffer architecture is a kind 
of trade off. When we build a new component, it will bring other power cost, such as the 
combinational logic power consuming. Therefore, merging design should be a best way 
to balance this problem. 
Secondly, our write aggregation buffer will break the spatial locality in some way. But it 
is a kind of tradeoff between power and performance. We plan to replay the new cache 
trace with write aggregation buffer to gem5 replay interface and analyze how those 
parameters will be impacted if we use this kind of write aggregation. 
Finally, we are still expecting that find some solid clue to predict read and write sequence. 
Maybe it is not an easy work. However, if we reach to this destination, we will have more 
opportunity to reduce the power using dual supply voltages. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions 
In this thesis, we reduce the Cache power consumption using dual power supply, which 
makes Caches works at lower voltages in read status and works at high voltage in write 
status. 
We use gem5 and McPAT to analyze the leakage and dynamic power breakdown for 
CPU, and conclude that cache consume a large part of total power consumption. 
We use gem5 to do the cache trace of L1Dcache based on different type benchmarks. 
Conclude that different benchmarks have different cache trace characterization. Machine 
learning benchmarks are usually memory-intensive application and SPEC2000 are the 
computation-intensive.  
We propose write aggregation buffer to group the write operations together, in order to 
generate long consecutive read sequence, which will increase the power reduction 
opportunity using dual voltage supply. 
We do case study to learn that dual voltage supply should reduce the power consumption 
of SRAM in ASIC chip more efficiently. 
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